GOALIE MASK CATALOG 2012
Lee Becker

Dear Valued Friends,
We, WALL MASKS, are extremely proud of all our goalies around the world. There are thousands of hard puckimpacts that hit the goalies head. There is no time to hesitate. Only react, “Stop the puck”!
Our number one priority has always been to offer the best quality and safest goalie mask in the world! This ambition has kept us developing the WALL Mask the past years, by closely co-operating with the world best goalies and
goalie coaches.
The latest material innovations and the best craftsmanship with years of experience are the key-words in our standard. We communicate closely with the goalies from the junior-level to the World Champion- goalies. Our aim is to
provide every goalie with exactly what they desire in a custom mask based on fit and their individual style.
Our team is engaged and willing to do our best
and even exceed it! We have a full range assortment of goalie masks that we can proudly present to all level goalies:
W10 Pro, W6 Pro, ProACTIVE, ACTIVE!
Let the hits come, we are ready!

New

design

The Choice of Professionals – Wall W10PRO: Pro-level goalie
mask developed in co-operation with many world´s topgoalies and leading coaches. W10PRO has passed through
extremely strict safety regulation tests.
Our years experience of vintage craftsmanship with the state-of-the-art
composite technology offer the superior level of protection. Complete
composite outer shell constructed with Carbon and Kevlar (Aramid) fibers
for lighter weight and strength.

Air gate going through the ridge lines
with precisely located air vent holes
effectively reduce the pressure
wave inside the mask after a hit. This
reduces the uncomfortable “ringing in
the ears” after an impact.
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BRS (Blast Reduction System)

Colours and patterns
Available in different colours and
patterns.

Strategically located 12 layers of fibers for superior impact resistance. The
shell is hand-laid and high pressure heat-molded. Resin infused to ensure
complete saturation of the composite fibers.
The shell is carefully designed and contoured to move impact loads away
from the frontal impact areas. Narrow profile chin area provides the larger
movement range for easy head turns. Improved deeper backplate and
pro-style five-point straps for controlled fit.

Redesigned cage
Extra wide facial opening provides
enhanced vertical and peripheral
vision. The cage is designed for
optimal vision.
The strong and stiff cage is made of
stainless steel with extra TIG-welding
for more strength.
Models: Cat Eye, Canada, Europe.
Available in chrome, gold, black, white
and silver colours.

Rubatex inner liner
Lightweight pro Rubatex inne
inner
padding recommended by NHLgoalies. The liner is anatomically
designed and ready to use. Top level
impact absorption.
Easy adjustable chin-cup. Inner
padding is fully washable.
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Pro

Colours and patterns
Available in different colours and
patterns.

Professional level goalie mask developed in co-operation
with Finnish and European top-goalies and leading coaches.
Wall ProACTIVE masks have passed through extremely strict
safety regulation tests and have been approved with the
standard CE and HECC.
Exlusive lightweight, hand finished shell produced by using the
latest injection moulding technique is made of highly durable
and stiff ABS-plastic with 25% rubber in the composite for
increased impact absorption.
All metal parts are made of stainless steel that ensures
easy service of the mask. Every mask is delivered with a
mask bag and a removable fitting set.

JR and SR
Two sizes available, Junior and Senior.
Fitting set and mask carry bag
included.
JR: head size less than 57 cm
SR: head size 57-60 cm

ProActive Cage
High-tension stainless steel-cage offers
rs
maximum safety and visibility.
a, Europe.
Models: Cat-Eye, Canada,
e, gold, black, white,
Available in chrome,
silver.

HD 070 inner paddingg
New thermo molded inner padding
paddin
in
ng for
best comfort and safety. Easy to clean
ean
removable liner. Easily adjustable chin
in
cup ensures firm hold in the toughest
situations.

Improved ventilation
Optimized ventilation is guarant
guaranteed
with classy hole cutouts.

ETP-System
The unique Extended Throat Protection
(ETP)- system provides extra protection
to the throat-area.
ETP ensures maximum mobility.
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BRS (Blast Reduction System)
Air gate going through the ridge lines
with precisely located air vent holes
effectively reduce the pressure
wave inside the mask after a hit. This
reduces the uncomfortable “ringing in
the ears” after an impact.

Professional level goalie mask developed in
co-operation with the world´s top-goalies
and leading coaches. W6PRO masks have
passed through extremely strict safety
regulation tests and has been
approved with the standard CE.
Injection molded outer shell constructed
with strong ABS-plastic with 25%
rubber-composite for lighter

Colours and patterns
Available in different colours and with
air-brush-painted patterns (Thunder
and Peak).

Redesigned cage
Rubatex inner liner
Lightweight pro Rubatex inner
padding recommended by NHLgoalies. The liner is anatomically
designed and ready to use. Top level
impact
pact aabsorption.
Easy adjustable cchin-cup.
Inner padding is fully washable.
was

Extra wide facial opening provides
enhanced vertical and peripheral
vision. The cage is designed for
optimal vision.
The strong and stiff cage is made of
stainless steel with extra TIG-welding
for more strength.
Models: Cat Eye, Canada, Europe.
Available in chrome, gold, black, white
and silver colours.

weight and strength. Pro-level
impact protection.
The shell is carefully designed
and contoured to move
impact loads away from
the frontal impact areas.
Aggressive design
provides the vertical
stiffness.
Narrow profile
chin area
provides
increased movement range for easy
head turns.
Improved deeper backplate
and pro-style five-point straps
for controlled fit.
Hand–finished W6Pro-mask is
delivered with a ProBag-carrying bag
and extra sweat bands.

Wall spare parts
Replacement cages

Canada

Europe

Cat-eye
Set of screws, nuts, snaps (49 pc)

Colours available: Gold, chrome, black, white, silver

Throat guard
WTG. Lexan®
3 strings
for attachment

Sweat
bands
(2 pc)

Set of
straps
black/white

Protective
ProBag
with WALL
logo

Plastic
buckles
10 pc,
black/white

Fitting
set
(textile
coated)

Inner
liner
set

Chin cup

FBP (Full Back Plate)
As a new feature, Wall Mask offer possibility to
have visible FBP (Full Back Plate), which gives
more space for pattern. The back is fastened
with 30 mm heavy-duty straps.
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Colours and patterns
Available in different colours and with
air-brush-painted patterns (Thunder
and Peak).

Active level goalie mask developed in co-operation with
Finnish and European top-goalies and leading coaches. Wall
ACTIVE masks have passed through extremely strict safety
regulation tests and have been approved with the standard
CE and HECC.

Active cage

The uniquely light-weight and hand-finished outer shell is manufactured with the latest injection pressure technique.

High-tension stainless steel-cage offers
maximum safety and visibility.
Models: Cat-Eye, Canada, Europe.
Available in chrome, gold, black, white,
silver.

Thermoplastic inner liner
JR and SR
Two sizes available, Junior and Senior.
Sweat bands included.
JR: head size less than 57 cm
SR: head size 57-60 cm

The new liner of the mask is removable
and washable. It’s easy to custom at
your home using the oven.

Improved ventilation
Optimized
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Colors & patterns
Unique and exciting desings and
colours upon request. Professional Wall
Mask air brush painters with years of
experience, combined with a superior
workmanship, give you all the right
reasons to choose the top quality paint
job. Visit our website for tips and
inspiration for your own design!

WWW.WALLMASK.FI
39820 Kihniö, Finland
Phone: +358 (0) 400 842 539

petri.karvinen@wallmask.fi

